
A point-of-sale system 
with all the options you need



Future POS is designed and enhanced by the team of developers at Cutting 
Edge Solutions. The objective of Cutting Edge Solutions is to make certain that 
Future POS users get the most powerful, robust, and user friendly software 
on the market. With over fifteen years of experience in the hospitality industry, 
Cutting Edge Solutions has worked relentlessly to guarantee that Future POS 
is the fastest, most reliable point of sale solution available.  
Give Future POS a try today - we promise that you will not be disappointed!

Our origins and our philosophy

You need it customized?
Start with a blank sheet of paper, then draw out how you want your screens 
designed. Future POS is that flexible! Notice each screen layout pictured 
here is different, because the order entry screen is totally flexible and 
configurable to your needs. Your menu screen can be programmed to 
generate the most efficient layout for your type of business, as well as reduce 
server training time. Screens can be created for different staff (bartenders, 
servers, managers), while buttons can be created in various sizes, colors, 
fonts, with logos, graphics bitmaps or plain text. Future POS software fits 
any restaurant application from fine dining, casual, pizza delivery, quick 
service, pool hall, cafeteria, and more. We strongly urge you to compare 
our ability to customize menus with the competition. 

Your customers in the Hospitality Industry are demanding. You need tools to automate and safeguard 
your business that will involve minimal hassle. Future POS includes all the features you could want 
and more in a point of sale system at NO addItIONal cOSt! With the Future POS all inclusive 
software solution, you will never be nickel-and-dimed for additional features or functionality.

Touch screen order entry and superior functionality •	

Labor Scheduling and Employee Timekeeping•	

Gift Certificates issuing and tracking •	

Frequent Diner program with Reward Levels •	

Ingredient Tracking with food costing •	

Expo Mode tracks kitchen prep times•	

Customer reservations•	

Efficient dining room management •	

Timed pool tables•	

All of the bells and whistles are included 

Ability to pre-authorize bar tabs•	

Bartender drink recipes•	

Drivers license verification of age •	 (most states) 

Built-in register Help Screen •	

Beer and Wine Club•	

Ability to split checks by seat•	

Kitchen orders by course •	

Hold and Fire Items•	

Triple/Quadruple High Print•	

Three second credit card authorization via the internet •	

House Charge Accounts for tracking customer sales or employee •	 meals with personalized statements

Customer Loyalty allows you to e-mail numerous customers at once to alert them about •	 specials,  
    events, etc. 

Interfaces with Microsoft MapPoint•	 ® for delivery directions

Interfaces with payroll programs such as ADP, Paychex, ABBA, MenuLink •	 and QuickBooks Pro

Interfaces with general ledger accounting programs such as Great Plains,•	  Peachtree, MAS90,  
    MenuLink and QuickBooks Pro

Interfaces with popular inventory control programs•	  such as ChefTec, MenuLink, and Food-Trak



Great features at your fingertips

The advanced Labor Scheduling feature allows management to schedule 
staff for multiple jobs by pay period. You can schedule an employee’s 
shift, enter their vacations, and record days off. Graphical colored bars 
show when employees are not available for shifts. Schedules can be 
printed in the office and posted by job code, making it very easy to see 
everyone’s shifts. Employees can also print their own schedule from 
any POS terminal to the local receipt printer. Hours and gross pay are 
accumulated so management can forecast what the labor cost will be for 
that scheduled period. 

Reduce ordering time with our fast, simple, and customizable multi-
column modifiers. Every option for an item can be found in one modifier 
window. No need to click from screen to screen or search for buttons on 
different menus! 

Labor Scheduling

Multi-Column Modifiers

Reservations can be taken from any terminal, including the Back Office PC, 
for any date you select. Simply follow the prompts (date, time, customer, 
requirements, number in party, etc.) and the reservation is complete! The 
table grid will show the tables as Reserved, so other servers cannot use 
that table. The reservation screen also has a column for notes such as 
Highchair, VIP, or Birthday. 

Dashboards	 are	 located	 in	 the	 Future	 POS	 Back	 Office	 and	 can	 display	
dynamically driven information based on your needs. Future POS 5.0 
Dashboards consist of customizable charts and graphs that can be manipulated 
according to your needs in terms of size, placement, refresh rate, and content. 
The	benefit	of	Future	POS	Dashboards	 is	 that	you	can	view	 the	data	most	
important to the daily operation of your business in real time from one screen on 
your Future POS Server. Dashboards also have security options that will allow 
you to determine which employees are allowed to see particular Dashboards. 
Our Dashboards will give you information the quick and easy way without 
wasting your time running reports and digging through useless data. 

Future POS does pizza! Our integration with Rochelle Caller ID modules 
display customer information at the push of a button. Once the order is 
entered and printed, pizza labels that display the customer name, items, 
date and time can easily be generated to place on the boxes. Orders 
are transferred to drivers, making the drivers responsible for the orders. 
Microsoft MapPoint® can generate maps to the delivery sites saving time 
and money! Customer history is tracked for reporting and marketing 
purposes to target those customers that have not purchased in 30 days, 
60 days, etc. 

Dashboards

Reservations

Pizza & Delivery

Future POS includes a reference database of popular recipes that you can 
customize. Just touch a button and scroll down through the alphabetized 
list of recipes. To save time, the recipe can be automatically rung from 
that screen or that recipe can be printed on the receipt printer and given 
to the customer. A bar or restaurant manager can easily modify the recipe 
files so a bar book is no longer required. 

Recipe Maintenance



Future POS offers you the power to control multiple business locations 
from a single site with our Enterprise software. Future POS Enterprise 
gives you the capability to analyze and share resources for various 
businesses from a central location. Stores using Enterprise can share 
customer	 information,	 gift	 certificates,	 sale	 information,	 items,	 buttons,	
menus, and more. Enterprise also provides centralized reporting, 
updating, and administration.

Protect your business from fraud and theft by using Future POS’s built 
in Surveillance Module and ordinary web cameras. Future POS can 
monitor your business with event-driven video and real time surveillance 
plus	write	a	log	file	of	all	video	activity	for	your	records.

Future POS has incorporated the tracking of Gift Cards, Reward Cards, House Charge Cards and 
VIP Cards as part of the package. Gift Cards printed with your company logo are sold and tracked 
within Future POS. You can also track gift cards that are given away free as a reward for your 
frequent diner program, as a donation for charity, or as a marketing promotion.  All gift cards and 
certificates	sold,	destroyed,	or	redeemed	are	stored	in	the	gift	certificate	file	for	historical	reference.		
Card balances can be checked from any POS terminal. If a customer loses their card you can 
destroy the original and issue a new card!

Reports that keep you “up to date”
Microsoft SQL DatabaseNo system is complete without checks and balances. Future POS has built 

in reporting for all of your needs: labor, item costing, daily sales, promotional 
items, beverage controls, and more.  Data can be stored for 9,999 days, 
which is nearly 28 years worth of history! Reports can be printed, exported to 
Microsoft Excel™, saved as a .PDF file, or viewed on the display.  Reports can 
also be scheduled to run automatically at a pre-specified time of day.  Data 
is stored by date and time, so whether you are looking for a daily, weekly, 
monthly, quarterly, or annual report, the data is there!

The latest edition of Future POS, Future Fusion, now runs on a Microsoft SQL™ database!  Previously you had to decide 
between using a product that had lots of features but ran on a proprietary database, or a product that uses Microsoft 
SQL™	but	has	limited	functionality.		With	the	release	of	Future	Fusion,	restaurateurs	and	developers	will	finally	have	
the best of both worlds.  One of the goals of Future Fusion was to take Future POS to the next level by combining all of 
the functionality of Future POS with a fast and reliable database in order to give users complete access to their data.  
Microsoft SQL™ is the industry standard therefore integration to third party applications is easier than ever!  Future 
Fusion still has all of the great features and reliability that you came to expect from previous versions of Future POS, 
plus that ability to really make the software work for you thanks to Microsoft SQL™.  

Innovative Options

Surveillance

Magnetic Gift Cards

Enterprise

Wireless table side ordering is available with Future POS Handhelds.  Some estimates have 
shown that servers spend 10% of their time walking to POS terminals and waiting in line. 
Credit card transactions can be authorized a with a snap-on swipe, and authorization slips can 
be printed on a  wireless “belt” printer. This will help keep staff table side, engaging customers, 
selling additional items instead of spending time walking back to a POS terminal.

Future POS & Handhelds

We	offer	your	restaurant	customers	the	ability	to	order	from	their	home	or	office	computer.	We	can	
professionally design your web site with your menu to allow customers to place and pay for orders 
online. The orders are then securely registered in your store’s POS System and sent to your 
kitchen printer to be packaged for deliver, take out, or curb side pickup. Increase “To Go” sales 
and decrease the labor it currently takes to manually handle your phone-in or faxed orders.

Favorites are a new feature in Future Fusion that give users access to external and internal links 
that are used frequently. Employees can access just the information they need on one screen 
without searching through different menus in Future Fusion.  Each employee in your business can 
have	their	own	Favorites	page	in	order	to	save	everyone	time	and	make	your	staff	more	efficient.	
Favorites also have built in security features so that your staff can only see what they are allowed 
to see.

Online Ordering 

Favorites 

Fingerprint Identification provides a lock-tight security measure for signing on to a terminal, 
clocking in and out, performing voids, etc.  This completely eliminates “buddy punching”, and 
will also make sure only managers have access to manager functions.

Fingerprint Identification



•		Credit Card On-File securely retains the customer’s     
   credit card account information in the customer     
   database allowing for repeat customers to charge   
   delivery orders by phone.

•		Pre-Authorized Bar Tabs captures necessary credit  
   card information and puts the cardholder’s name on the    
   tab so the bartender does not need to hold credit cards.

•	 A Check Description can be entered by a bartender,     
   such as customer’s name, when running tabs.

•		Training Videos can be shown on the terminals.

•		Timed Item capability for tracking pool table rental,    
   dart rental, internet PC rental or any other timed    
   entertainment.

•		Coursing with multiple print formats to remote kitchen    
    printers allows chefs to see a complete order by     
    course and seat number.

•		Ingredient Tracking with Recipe Building and Food    
   Cost by Item automatically subtracts from inventory
   as items are sold, complete with reorder and  
   reconciliation reports.

•		Expediter Mode allows any touch screen to be used 
   as an expediter terminal in the kitchen, and also to   
   provide reports with kitchen prep times.

•		Hold and Fire items allows you to take large catering     
   orders or takeout order hours, days, or even weeks in   
   advance, and have the items print to the kitchen at the  
   appropriate time.

•		Split a Single Item such as shared appetizers or    
   bottle of wine at one table equally on separate checks.

All You Could Ever Want
•		Item Recipe Lookup lets wait staff look up an item’s  
   ingredients to provide nutritional information to the    
   customer or inform the customer about foods that    
   could cause allergic reactions.

•	 Item Countdown allows wait staff to see the quantity 
   of each item on hand.

•		Customer Lookup includes year-to-date purchases    
   and displays the last order allowing you to repeat or  
   modify the last order.

•		House Accounts with personalized customer    
   statements is an accounts receivable module with the  
   ability to maintain customer charges or employee meals.

•		Guest Check Headings can use a standard bitmap    
   graphic so your restaurant’s logo can be printed on the    
   guest’s check.

•		Automatic Printer Redundancy reroutes the printing    
   in the event of a printer failure.

•		Automatic Data Backup can backup sales data from 
   the file server to one or all of the POS terminals to   
   prevent possible data loss.

•		Internet Credit Card Redundancy is a hardware     
   option that detects a loss of internet connection and    
   automatically dials out over a phone line as back up.

•		External Device Interfaces for caller ID, scales,     
   scanners, customer displays, coin dispensers, liquor  
   dispensing system, drive-thru menu board, and hotel    
   property management systems.

•		Online Help Screens are built in to assist you.

R

developed by Cutting Edge Solutions

Visit us on the web at www.FuturePOS.com


